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In ANOTHER EGYPT Bill Dixon traverses the Nile and Sahara in pursuit of prehistoric rock art

and other fascinating relics of the ancients, but it is beside the hotel pool with one eye on his

fellow travellers that he records the most bizarre rituals.“Heart warming and humorous. I

recommend it!”Professor Joann Fletcher, Egyptologist and Television Presenter



“Heart warming and humorous. I recommend it!”Joann Fletcher Egyptologist and

Broadcaster “I invited Bill and his son Peter to join my team on the Eastern Desert Survey

expeditions. Our objective was to find and record ancient rock art in the maze of wadis

between the Nile and Red Sea. Another Egypt brings our adventures in those heady days back

to life, a time of great discoveries and friendships well made”David Rohl Egyptologist “Another

Egypt is a unique and very amusing look at the modern world's favourite ancient civilization”Dr

Kent Weeks Theban Mapping Project “Having travelled with Bill I know from experience that

he notices the quirky little episodes that others miss. With his wonderful insights into human

behaviour, Another Egypt is a must read for all fans of EgyptJanet Shepherd Sussex

Egyptological Society “Bill has captured the sheer joy of travelling in Egypt, together with the

fun to be had with a rich mix of companions”Peter Allingham Ancient World Tours The

Author Bill Dixon grew up in the rural Cotswolds when the sight of a car was a rare thing. He

prepared for the Baptist Ministry at Bristol Baptist College and studied theology at Bristol

University. He pastored in Birmingham for 28 years, was a member of the Prison Parole Board,

and served as Chairman of the Mercian Housing Association. Bill has travelled widely with

mentoring projects in South Africa, Malawi, Mozambique, Siberia, Iraq, Albania, Lebanon and

California. Now he has pretensions to be an author and a poet. He is married to Jennifer and

they have one remaining son, Peter. First published in Great Britain by

Transforming Cities in 2013 Copyright © 2013 Bill DixonThe moral right of the author has been

asserted.All rights reserved.Without limiting the rights under copyright reserved above, no part

of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted, in any form

or by any means without the prior written permission of both the copyright owner and publisher

of this book, nor be otherwise circulated in any form of binding or cover other than that in which

it is published and without a similar condition being imposed upon the subsequent

purchaserwww.transformingcities.co.uk My Inspiration It is so much pleasanter to

please than to instruct, to play the companion rather than the preceptor. What, after all, is the

mite of wisdom I could throw into the mass of knowledge? Or, how am I sure that my sagest

deductions may be safe guides for the opinion of others? But in writing to amuse, if I fail, the

only evil is in my own disappointment. If, however, I can by any lucky chance rub out one

wrinkle from the brow of care, or beguile the heavy heart of one moment of sorrow; If I can,

now and then penetrate through the gathering film of misanthropy, prompt a benevolent view of

human nature, and make my reader more in good humour with his fellow beings and himself,

surely, surely, I shall not have then written in vain. J Arthur Gibbs, ‘A Cotswold Village’ 1898,

quoting Irving Wallace APOLOGIES If you happen to recognise yourself it was not

you. Foreword By Professor Joann Fletcher, Egyptologist & Broadcaster Although I first

met Bill Dixon on an expedition looking for monuments and mummies in the deserts of Peru

rather than the sands of Egypt, we share the idea that travel, even with the most serious of

purpose, has to be fun. And in Bill’s company, this is indeed the case!With an ever-present

twinkle in his eye, Bill sees the world in his own inimitable way - and this is certainly true of the

way in which he sees Egypt.His descriptions of its beautiful landscapes, friendly people and

eccentric travellers are both heart-warming and humorous in turn, and if some of his stories

raise a smile and a chuckle, this is exactly the effect Bill’s sense of fun has on those lucky

enough to travel with him.His regard for this amazing country and its people can be found

throughout this book, creating a wonderful reminder of the land so many of us love, and to

which so many of us return, again and again.Although at the time of writing Egypt is



experiencing serious political turmoil, as it moves toward the brighter future its people deserve,

the good times will eventually return. Until then, Another Egypt is a real memento of one of the

world’s genuinely special places, and I can certainly recommend it. University of York, Autumn

2013 Preface Open in front of me is a book called 1001 Wonderful Things (edited by

Walter Hutchinson, Hutchinson & Co, London, 1935). I gave it to my son, Peter, after

purchasing it in a second hand bookshop in Hay-on-Wye. Back in 1944, when I was just ten

years old, my father had given me the same book and it was my treasure.Those days of war

were so uncertain. A sniper in WWI had killed my paternal grandfather in a village called

Bethune, somewhere near the French/Belgian border, and we were all hoping to get through

WWII unscathed. The answer to every question in those days was, ‘When the war is over…’

and this applied to sweets, oranges and holidays alike.
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this is indeed the case!With an ever-present twinkle in his eye, Bill sees the world in his own

inimitable way - and this is certainly true of the way in which he sees Egypt.His descriptions of

its beautiful landscapes, friendly people and eccentric travellers are both heart-warming and

humorous in turn, and if some of his stories raise a smile and a chuckle, this is exactly the

effect Bill’s sense of fun has on those lucky enough to travel with him.His regard for this

amazing country and its people can be found throughout this book, creating a wonderful
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the opinion of others? But in writing to amuse, if I fail, the only evil is in my own disappointment.

If, however, I can by any lucky chance rub out one wrinkle from the brow of care, or beguile the

heavy heart of one moment of sorrow; If I can, now and then penetrate through the gathering

film of misanthropy, prompt a benevolent view of human nature, and make my reader more in

good humour with his fellow beings and himself, surely, surely, I shall not have then written in

vain. J Arthur Gibbs, ‘A Cotswold Village’ 1898, quoting Irving Wallace APOLOGIES If you

happen to recognise yourself it was not you. Foreword By Professor Joann Fletcher,

Egyptologist & Broadcaster Although I first met Bill Dixon on an expedition looking for

monuments and mummies in the deserts of Peru rather than the sands of Egypt, we share the

idea that travel, even with the most serious of purpose, has to be fun. And in Bill’s company,

this is indeed the case!With an ever-present twinkle in his eye, Bill sees the world in his own

inimitable way - and this is certainly true of the way in which he sees Egypt.His descriptions of

its beautiful landscapes, friendly people and eccentric travellers are both heart-warming and

humorous in turn, and if some of his stories raise a smile and a chuckle, this is exactly the

effect Bill’s sense of fun has on those lucky enough to travel with him.His regard for this

amazing country and its people can be found throughout this book, creating a wonderful

reminder of the land so many of us love, and to which so many of us return, again and

again.Although at the time of writing Egypt is experiencing serious political turmoil, as it moves

toward the brighter future its people deserve, the good times will eventually return. Until then,

Another Egypt is a real memento of one of the world’s genuinely special places, and I can

certainly recommend it. University of York, Autumn 2013 Preface Open in front of me is a

book called 1001 Wonderful Things (edited by Walter Hutchinson, Hutchinson & Co, London,

1935). I gave it to my son, Peter, after purchasing it in a second hand bookshop in Hay-on-Wye.

Back in 1944, when I was just ten years old, my father had given me the same book and it was

my treasure.Those days of war were so uncertain. A sniper in WWI had killed my paternal

grandfather in a village called Bethune, somewhere near the French/Belgian border, and we

were all hoping to get through WWII unscathed. The answer to every question in those days

was, ‘When the war is over…’ and this applied to sweets, oranges and holidays alike.When

Dad had the time he loved to tell me about Howard Carter discovering Tutankhamun’s tomb in

the Valley of the Kings, and together we would thumb through 1001 Wonderful Things. My

favourite page contained the picture of the Temple of Abu Simbel. It was described as a mighty

temple in the Sudan, built in the reign of Rameses II. The picture included two statues each

sixty-five feet high, representing Rameses II seated in the ceremonious posture of an Egyptian

ruler. On his head is the double crown representing Upper and Lower Egypt. Every time I

opened the book it was the first picture I saw and I would say, “Dad, one day I’m going

there!”The years passed, our places of habitation changed, and the book got lost.It was not

until 1990, aged nearly sixty, that I was able to make the first of many expeditions to the land of

Rameses II, with my son Peter, recording prehistoric rock art with the Easter Desert Survey.

We discovered simple swirls and patterns but also exquisite portrayals of animals and people.

Gazelle in many guises, cattle, donkeys, ostrich, hippo, crocodile, rhino, lion, cheetah and

elephant all grace the desert rocks as once they graced the savannah.I wanted you to be able

to share some of the fun and delight I have experienced travelling in the desert with Peter, and

sailing on the Nile with my wife, Jennifer. If you smile or chuckle, I shall consider my task

complete. Part OneLand of the Ancients Desert Deception You hear them long before you

see them. In the stillness and the silence of the desert, all sounds demand attention.But other

sounds get in the way. There is the almost human cry of the Rock Hyrax. Neither the devilish

cry of the ‘Salawa’ which took away naughty children after dark, whose one and only surviving



skeleton is said to have been exhibited somewhere at Armant, could capture the attention and

curdle the blood like the Rock Hyrax. It screams just when you have made yourself comfortable

following the instructions for ablutions, ‘gents to the right’ and ‘ladies to the left.’ Messy

consequences ensue.But where was I before the lavatorial reality captured my attention? Ah

yes, the magical desert sound. You have to look up, and that can be difficult after days spent

looking down studying rock art. When you do look up, limited sky is visible above the vertical

wadi walls, so you still cannot see the source. Quickly moving to a better vantage point higher

up seems best, and suddenly, there they are!The brightness of the sun gives their white wings

a transparency that only disappears when the black feathers catch the brilliance of desert-

reflected sunlight. White storks are migrating. They seek the rising thermals to make their long

journey from deepest Africa to their nesting grounds in Europe.On one notable day, we never

saw the roost but it could not have been too far away, many were only a metre or two above the

ground. We could not help but see them. Indeed, one seemed almost to brush the laden roof of

the Land Cruiser as it struggled to leave the dune ridge. Trying to gauge numbers of these

birds in their majestic curtain pattern folds across the sky, stirred a memory that spoke of

learning to count birds in batches, say of fifties. So I began and soon was overtaken by the

hundreds. There could well have been more than a thousand. Not only did they noise their

presence with consistent calls but also, low enough, mute swan like, announced their presence

with the sound of beating wing. Shadows on the sand, as beautiful as the silhouettes in the sky,

moved in graceful formation. The temptation was to duck and weave, which many of us

involuntarily did. The dilemma was where or which way to look. In no time at all it seemed the

chequered panoply was gracing the heavens, giving a sense of distance, as small clouds do on

a clear blue summers day. Now panoptic for the first time, emotions stirred that said this would

soon be over and what had been witnessed would forever be lost. One of nature’s greatest

spectacles observed, as always, when one is in the right place at the right time. But not all

survive. Deep in the Great Sand Sea, heading for Gilf Kebir and Jebel Uweinat in the south

east corner of the country, we stumbled across the abandoned aerodrome known as Eight

Bells. Wandering around, uncertain how to photograph a landing strip marked out across the

level desert surface with multitudes of two gallon Shell petrol cans, as pristine as the day they

were placed and having no elevation to get a higher perspective, there he was. I say 'he',

though it could well have been 'she'. Identified by feathers, the white stork lay where he fell,

blown hundreds of kilometres off course. How long he had lain there undisturbed was

impossible to estimate. There was a sense of anticipation about him as though awaiting the

arrival of an avian hearse to gently lift his form and with due consideration convey him to a

place of respectful safety, to await a ritual burial. No scavenger had disturbed his long

desiccated form. Neither had the sand attempted to conceal his modesty. He lay as deserted

as the aerodrome and maybe he was the last to come down this long forgotten flight path,

never to achieve elevation again. Yet there was more. On closer inspection of the beak, bone,

and feathers, the eye was drawn to a stranger in the crop. There, nestling in its death bed was

a frog, of equal desiccation and state of preservation, undigested, a companion in

death. Birds Hold a Fascination I would feel as if I were naked should I have to travel without

my binoculars. Birds have always held a fascination for me ever since I grew up in the

countryside before and during World War II. The larger ones, like pigeon, partridge, and

pheasant you ate, anything smaller you watched. I guess it was my father who, teaching me

how to use the double-barrelled four-ten shotgun, introduced me to the world of wildlife and

birds, in particular.A great delight of mine is to walk slowly through the halls of Luxor Temple in

the evening, when the floodlights give it that ethereal glow. Have you ever noticed the fleeting



shadows and the gentle cries of the Little Owls who make their homes in the crevices atop the

pylons?Another joy is to let the felucca, that modern descendant of the early Nile sailboat

gently drift on the current, to gain close proximity to the many waders that inhabit banks, even

beside the many moored river cruisers. Then to sail the reaches and head to the far side,

opposite Banana Island, there to lie in wait for the beautiful Little Bee Eaters to dance their

pirouettes against an azure sky. Walking the Western Valley in the Valley of the Kings is an

experience not to be missed. As you look to the cerulean sky, an optical illusion gives the cliff

tops an overlay of soft blue haze through which the Pale Crag Martins weave and dive. The

deserts too have their own avifauna that, like the Nile Valley itself, hosts at migration seasons

many species that are simply passing through. It is at such times that the most elementary bird

book can prove inadequate and the more comprehensive too heavy to hold.Reflect for a

moment on the freedom of these birds compared with our own limitations. To visit Egypt we

need a visa. To leave the city we have to join a convoy. To visit the desert we need a permit and

still we find some access denied. No, I am not complaining, just observing. The physical

barriers for birds are determined by the rules of nature, whilst ours bring into play a plethora of

emotion, an embarrassment of prejudice, and an excess of conceit. With boundaries disputed

and borders protected we set about determining each other’s territorial confines with a zeal

exhibited in war, conquest and enslavement.Just after the shock and awe visited upon

Baghdad prior to the invasion by the international forces led by the Americans, helping to

alleviate some suffering and having with me the ever-present binoculars, I looked for birds and

found them too, free of all constraints, mindful of no political or religious divides. They took no

sides, observed no impositions, and freely crossed all man-made barriers to be at home and at

peace in the place of their own choosing. Should the privilege be given to return in another life,

the longing of all Egyptian Ancients, for me the choice would be simple, it would have to be a

bird. Should you press me as to species, it would be the Peregrine Falcon. Then I would be

free to move from place to place needing neither permission nor permit. The Jacuzzi No, it is

not new! Nature, not man created the prototype. Wadi Umm Salam, hidden in Egypt’s Eastern

Desert, is a place of deep peace, beauty, and until recent times, undiscovered art that can be

ranked alongside the finest in the world. For canvas, rock surface; for artist’s instrument, a

harder stone; for topic, all that has passed before. Perhaps with casual disdain an ancestor

picked up a stone and rubbing it against a softer one, saw that it etched a mark, then tapped a

stone on rock and saw that it made a patination, then began to represent what his eye could

see. But he was not the first to sculpt design. Nature came before him. Standing on the wadi

floor, looking at the towering cliffs above, the dramatic rock formation cried out to tell me

something of its ancient history.To the left was a normal wadi wall, (if there is ever such a

thing), and pecked upon it was found an enigmatic swirl with a prehistoric feel about it.

Likewise, to the right a similar rock formation is presented. Hidden in the light and shade are

some boat impressions. In between, what drama has occurred to create this cacophony of rock

formation with horizontal and vertical faces at contorted angles, precariously poised as if to fall

at any moment? Yet fall they did millennia ago, when rain on plains above descended in

tropical downfalls year on year. Guided by some tantalising force of fate, the contours gathered

waters from some vast expanse and sent them cascading down the rock wall, creating a

chasm in this already pre-formed gully. With persistence, year on year the waters carved their

path, until some softer rock, worn by the mingled stone and water, gave way and the under-

cutting began. How long it took for the chaos to be caused, who could guess, but came the day

when all support below was gone and crashing down, upended by the power, the horizontal

rock came to rest in a vertical and angular display. So it stood from age to age, until that day



when I beheld the wonder and the beauty and saw that sand had filled the crevices where wind-

weathered rock allowed it to be retained.Between that far-off day and my arrival, many had

come before, from early man and pastoralist, to pharaonic precursor, then those of that

amazing civilisation itself. No doubt some Greeks and Romans, Blemeys (the nomadic Nubian

tribe who long fought the Romans from the late 3rd century on) and those leading the Arab

invasion came down this way too, for all have left their tell tale marks. My purpose though is

different. I am here to discover and record the past, not to mould the present.So I begin the

climb and after attaining three or four metres above the sandy floor I find an unexpected turn

that almost takes me back upon myself. There before me, previously hidden, an almost vertical

wall of rock, some ten metres tall and at least six wide, covered with layer over layer of man

and beast, pecked with beauty and precision. Dominating all, three mighty giraffe stand proud,

each two or three metres tall. Just how did men or women stand to reach so high, where today

all signs of visible support are gone? Now my curiosity is really stimulated and I begin a more

rigorous search of the rocks already climbed. It pays to concentrate on one activity at a time in

some of these precarious positions! All around were people, dogs, cattle and gazelle,

intimately carved but for whom to see and admire?But still above was more. Letting the rock

contours lead me left and right, higher and higher, nothing prepared me for what I saw next. To

my surprise it was below me. A huge circular excavation that contained some small debris that

time had contributed, accompanied by three large rounded boulders. It was these that had

been the excavators as, on looking up yet again, there before me was the evidence. The

waters had cascaded down, and first only imperceptibly, begun a circular motion. Over time this

had accelerated, but how many hundreds of years had elapsed to carve this whirlpool of such

amazing dimensions? Water and rock combined to create a hole, at least four metres across

and three metres deep which quite easily contained our whole party for the inevitable ‘Group

Photo’ of about twenty-five people.Before everyone was called to see the amazing ‘Jacuzzi’ as

I called it, there remained two things for me to do. First to explore above to see the worn

watercourse across the ridge, that had worked this miracle of nature and it was whilst there

that I discovered the second. Looking down on the Jacuzzi from above, the sunlight exposed

the rim about 20cms wide and there emerging in feint detail was something carved. I had to go

down into the waterless Jacuzzi and find some foothold to raise me to a point where I might

discover detail. Now I could see how beautiful they were. With what pride they had been

worked out and only from within the pool could the artist have applied his amazing skill. So my

imagination saw him, up to his waist in cool water, standing on the very foothold I was now

employing, looking way down to the wadi floor where tethered to prevent them wandering, were

his prize bovines. Day after day he came up here and carved the herd, for his own delight.

Their horns, patterned skin and proportioned udders were delicately picked out as they

processed around the rim of nature's Jacuzzi. Being long dead, now they live in stone, just for

me, and of course for you. White Desert, Sand and Snakes No lunar landscape could match

the beauty of the White Desert. To wear the latest sunglasses would be to destroy the intensity

of colour and light, though some could not be persuaded to take them off. It is as though

beneath the brilliance of vast blue sky and above the tortured turmoil of the land, some vast

sieve filled with icing sugar had been gently shaken. All is coated in such a delicate white sand

that if you lick your finger, dip it in the dust, then let it brush your lips, on tasting it will be the

sweetest thing on earth.Apparently, it is the wind that has eroded chalk to create surreal forms

but even that might not satisfy the geologist in you and certainly will never satisfy the poet, or

even me. With each passing hour, the sun acquiring a new apogee as the earth relentlessly

revolves, gives to the scene a different refracted light and colour. It remains the same only for



moments. It is predominantly shades of silver and gold that are seen by day. The magic

however really begins when earth-rise gives the sensation of a setting sun. All the pastel

shades, from violet through pink emerge as the scene changes yet again. White has given way

to gold, has given way to mauve and still the panoply is not exhausted for yet the moonlight

has to weave its wonders. Now it is the turn of monolithic ghosts that seem to sway and topple,

yet remain upright to haunt those lingering overnight. In the Sahara it is difficult to imagine a

more Antarctic scene, save underfoot is sand not ice. And about the underfoot we were duly

warned.All creatures leave traces of their passing and one to be avoided is that of the scorpion.

I had no knowledge of what it was like until the day I pitched my tent too close to some warm

rocks and a beautiful yellow-green diaphanous creature came out to investigate the commotion

on his campus. Quickly he hurried back to the shelter of his cave rightly assuming that I

presented no threat to him. He did however leave a trail so distinct and clear that I have never

forgotten it.Another creature of which to take great care is the snake. I am told sidewinders like

this awesome desert and knowing from ‘Discovery TV’ what trail they leave, I looked and

looked but all in vain. Now in my wandering, a little way away from my congenial companions, I

found some twigs, left I supposed from some campfire fuel gathered and brought from some

other place. What caught my eye was the four-pronged end of this particular kindling and in my

mind a plan was hatched. A little later a cry went up from a clearly alarmed member of our

party. The voice was high pitched and echoed through the stillness: "Be careful over here!

Fresh sidewinder tracks. An adult and three young." Disappearance at Dakhla You see the

escarpment a long way off. I just thought high cliffs but as we gradually came closer, something

far more magnificent came into view. Rising on average over 600 metres, these sculpted

curtains form a northern backdrop to the greenness of new cultivation. Colours reminiscent of

Jordanian Rhum and Petra came to mind as the sun unveiled new contours hidden in the

shade.The traditional picture of an oasis as being a pool and palm trees does not prepare you

for their sheer size. In some cases habitation is scattered over a hundred kilometres and there

is a distinct hierarchy for each community. There can also be a ‘capital’, in this case Mut, for

this is Dakhla Oasis.I guess you could say it was hot. Hot and humid. We had been warned

about mosquitoes too but such was our excitement that we took little notice of what was being

said by way of caution. It was the thought of the hot pools that came with such

recommendation that now captured our attention. Depositing our meagre desert travel chattels,

we headed off with towels and trunks. The clear water of Cleopatra’s Pool at Siwa spoils you

for what you find in the mineral-infested hot springs of other oases. It is a colour that clings to

you. Rising from the pool you are tempted to make use of the towel and undertake a quick rub

down. Looking at others you suddenly realise that you are in the same predicament as they.

Iron brown I call it, too bold for rust but I think that is being very kind. Quickly, skin and trunks

are dried in the heat and after evening refreshment you wonder if it is getting warmer still.

Minimal clothing and damp towels do not do an adequate job of cooling and after that, time to

relax, and whose turn is it?That I shall have to explain. It begins when the rituals of check in

and security at the airport are over. It’s usually Heathrow for the scheduled Egypt Air flight of

‘meat or fish?’ fame. That is the cabin crews' constant call as the refreshment trolleys are

wheeled into service. But for the present, ‘World of Whiskey’ is the destination and each

traveller selects his choice tipple for the desert expedition. In that way we get to share each

other’s tastes and are thus introduced to new Single Malts or abysmal Blends, with the bland

taste to some sad palettes. So, turn and turn about, we do our best to share, with varying

degrees of success.Now back to Dakhla, where a new Single Malt is being sampled. One by

one we drift away to our appointed places of repose to fight the heat and mosquitoes with the



mistaken soporific powers of the fermented grain. Who was last to leave? I’ve no idea but it

was my bottle and in the morning it is not there upon the table. Each in turn is asked where

they have put it but all deny responsibility. There is only one conclusion that can be drawn. The

bottle was not empty and it has been ‘nicked’. "Leave it to me," is the Team Leaders

reassurance and I am left to wonder if he knows something that we do not. Later he arrives,

secure with the missing bottle and to all intents and purposes, little has been consumed."So

where was it?” we enquire.“It was quite safe,” comes the reply, “in the keeping of the local

inspector of constabulary.” A Fayoum Experience Called Lake Qaroun, this is not an oasis in

the strictest sense. It is a vast expanse of water in the desert that conveniently provided the

depression into which through canal and ditch, the Nile has been diverted at various times

through the Millennia. Now less then a quarter of its original size and a mere forty metres

lower, the water level is still subject to fluctuation. The increasing salinity thus caused has

spelled doom for all fresh water fish so, ever resourceful, the fishing industry has stocked it with

various sea-going varieties. There is however, another problem that the changing water level

has caused and that concerns those living on the shoreline. Sometimes they are left high and

dry and sometimes they are flooded. Sea defences is far too grand a concept but attempts

have had to be made in more recent times to keep the water from some hotels and homes as

the lake remains undecided what its confines should be.The Hotel Auberge du Lac-Fayoum

has something of an illustrious history. It was once King Farouk’s hunting lodge and another of

its claims to fame is that it hosted the Allied and Arab leaders conference after World War II

where the Middle East was again carved up among competing nations. Now somewhat jaded,

it stands below the current level of the lake and could well be in danger of getting its

foundations wet. Such fear sprang to mind during my experience staying there.
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brinlisa, “Fascinating and entertaining!. This author is a joy, on the page as well as in person!

No boring storytelling between the covers, I foundMyself laughing out loud, just picturing Bill in

these tales.Have to be honest, I know this wordsmith... He is as clever and fun in person...

Well, more so actuallyBut this will do till the next visit "across the pond"!Looking forward to

another book of "unexpected encounters" in his other travels!”

Bill Dixon, “Beautifully Writtenand very perceptive.. Essential for those who love travel and have

a sense of humour.The deserts and the Nile are brought to life.You feel you are right there

enjoying the experiences of the travellers.Essential for all who love Egypt and a must for all

travel lovers.Wonderful sideways look at the Egyptian experience of expert and amateur alike.A

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/PbydJ/Another-Egypt-Bill-Dixon


laugh outloud book.”

Mrs Ann M Evans, “Four Stars. An interesting and light read.”

The book by Bill Dixon has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 4 people have provided feedback.
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